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Abstract
Spherical tokamaks (STs) typically have lower magnetic fields than conventional tokamaks, but
similar mass densities. Suprathermal ions with relatively modest energies, in particular beam-
injected ions, consequently have speeds close to or exceeding the Alfvén velocity, and can
therefore excite a range of Alfvénic instabilities which could be driven by (and affect the
behaviour of) fusion α-particles in a burning plasma. STs heated with neutral beams, including
the small tight aspect ratio tokamak (START), the mega amp spherical tokamak (MAST), the
national spherical torus experiment (NSTX) and Globus-M, have thus provided an opportunity to
study toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs), together with higher frequency global Alfvén
eigenmodes (GAEs) and compressional Alfvén eigenmodes (CAEs), which could affect beam
current drive and channel fast ion energy into bulk ions in future devices. In NSTX GAEs were
correlated with a degradation of core electron energy confinement. In MAST pulses with reduced
magnetic field, CAEs were excited across a wide range of frequencies, extending to the ion
cyclotron range, but were suppressed when hydrogen was introduced to the deuterium plasma,
apparently due to mode conversion at ion–ion hybrid resonances. At lower frequencies fishbone
instabilities caused fast particle redistribution in some MAST and NSTX pulses, but this could
be avoided by moving the neutral beam line away from the magnetic axis or by operating the
plasma at either high density or elevated safety factor. Fast ion redistribution has been observed
during GAE avalanches on NSTX, while in both NSTX and MAST fast ions were transported by
saturated kink modes, sawtooth crashes, resonant magnetic perturbations and TAEs. The energy
dependence of fast ion redistribution due to both sawteeth and TAEs has been studied in Globus-
M. High energy charged fusion products are unconfined in present-day STs, but have been
shown in MAST to provide a useful diagnostic of beam ion behaviour, supplementing the
information provided by neutron detectors. In MAST electrons were accelerated to highly
suprathermal energies as a result of edge localised modes, while in both MAST and NSTX ions
were accelerated due to internal reconnection events. Ion acceleration has also been observed
during merging-compression start-up in MAST.

Keywords: spherical tokamak, fast-ion population, Alfvén eigenmodes, fast ion transport,
fishbones, particle acceleration
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1. Introduction

The ultimate success of deuterium–tritium fusion as a large-
scale energy source relies on highly suprathermal fusion α-
particles being confined (magnetically or inertially) for long
enough to maintain the fuel plasma at thermonuclear tem-
peratures. Spherical tokamaks (STs), which represent one
possible route to a fusion reactor via magnetic confinement
[1], are characterised by relatively low magnetic fields, with
the result that not only charged fusion products but also the
lower energy beam ions commonly used for auxiliary plasma
heating are typically super-Alfvénic in such devices. STs are
thus particularly susceptible to Alfvénic instabilities driven by
energetic ions. The use of low magnetic fields in STs also
means that energetic ions have relatively large Larmor radii
relative to the machine size, with the consequence that
guiding centre theory often does not provide an adequate
description of the particle dynamics.

This is a topical review of recent developments in the
experimental and theoretical study of energetic particles in
STs, with a particular focus on the two largest devices of this
type in the world, the mega amp spherical tokamak (MAST)
[2] at the Culham Science Centre in the UK and the national
spherical torus experiment (NSTX) [3] at Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory in the USA. We will also review energetic
particle physics studies on the Globus-M ST [4] at the Ioffe
Institute in Russia, and refer occasionally to work in this area
on the small tight aspect ratio tokamak (START) [5], the
forerunner to MAST at Culham, which ceased operations in
1998. A report on various energetic particle-driven instabil-
ities detected in START and modelling thereof can be found
in [6]. A wide-ranging review of energetic particle physics in
magnetically confined plasmas generally, including future
devices and stellarators as well as conventional tokamaks, can
be found in [7]. The present paper is an in-depth study of
energetic particle physics issues relating specifically to STs,
and includes reviews of work carried out since the publication
of [7].

We start with an overview of the parameters character-
ising energetic particle populations in STs, and how these
compare with the corresponding parameters in other exisiting
and proposed tokamaks (section 2). After a discussion in
section 3 of the diagnostics used in STs to study energetic
particles and the instabilities driven by them, we then review
recent work on fast particle-driven Alfvén eigenmodes
(section 4) and kink modes (section 5), and then discuss the
redistribution of fast ions in STs due to non-resonant
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities (section 6) and
static perturbations to the otherwise two-dimensional ST

equilibrium magnetic field (section 7). The production of
energetic particles (both ions and electrons) as a result of
plasma processes rather than auxiliary heating or fusion
reactions is considered in section 8, and we end with a brief
discussion of prospects for energetic particle studies in
upgraded versions of MAST and NSTX (section 9) and some
concluding remarks (section 10).

2. Energetic particle parameters in STs

Table 1 provides some dimensionless parameters of energetic
particle populations in a range of devices. In addition to the
four STs mentioned in section 1 (START, Globus-M, MAST
and NSTX), the table includes entries for DIII-D [8] (a con-
ventional tokamak with poloidal cross-section area similar to
that of MAST and NSTX), the burning plasma ITER device
currently under construction [9], and a proposed ST power
plant, ARIES-ST [10]. The three parameters listed are max-
imum energetic ion speed vf normalised to Alfvén speed cA,
maximum fast ion Larmor radius rf normalised to tokamak
minor radius a, and maximum volume-averaged energetic
particle plasma beta b m= á ñp B2f f0 0

2, where m0 is free
space permeability, á ñpf is volume-averaged energetic ion
pressure and B0 is toroidal magnetic field at the magnetic axis.
Values of >v c 1f A indicate that energetic ions capable of
driving shear Alfvén instabilities via the principal resonance

=v cA are likely to be present, r af is a measure of the
extent to which energetic ions are likely to have non-adiabatic
orbits (the adiabatic limit being r a 1f ), and bf (or, more
accurately, its radial gradient) characterises both the drive for
energetic particle-driven instabilities and the extent to which
energetic particles are likely to influence the plasma equili-
brium. In the case of Globus-M either hydrogen (H) or deu-
terium (D) beams can be injected. Hydrogen beam injection
was normally used in START, whereas deuterium was the
beam species in MAST, NSTX and DIII-D. MAST and
NSTX are very similar devices, and for this reason we have
combined them into a single column in the table. Plasma and
energetic particle parameters invariably have a wide range of
values in all devices, of course: those quoted in table 1 are for
typical conditions in each device, and for MAST/NSTX and
DIII-D we have given a range of values of v cf A and r af . In
the case of existing machines, the values quoted for v cf A and
r af are for beam ions at the full injection energy and with
pitch angles of 90°; in the case of the two future devices, the
numbers quoted are for fusion α-particles at the birth energy
(3.5 MeV) and, again, with pitch angles of 90°.

Table 1. Dimensionless parameters of energetic particle populations in STs and conventional tokamaks.

START Globus-M MAST/NSTX DIII-D ITER ARIES-ST

v cf A 3.3 2.0 (H), 1.6 (D) 1.7–4.5 0.5–1.0 1.8 6.0
r af 0.23 0.29 (H), 0.34 (D) 0.14–0.27 0.044–0.059 0.025 0.036

bf 0.016 0.011 (H), 0.021 (D) 0.061 0.010 0.002 0.100
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The value of bf given for START in table 1 is based on
modelling of a particular high performance pulse carried out
using an early version of the LOCUST particle tracking code
[11]: the values of this parameter for the other existing
devices were extrapolated from the START figure, taking the
steady-state fast ion pressure to be proportional to the injected
beam power density (i.e. beam power normalised to the
plasma volume) and the collisional slowing-down time. The
bf value given for ITER was obtained from a profile of this
parameter computed for the ITER baseline scenario [9], while
the figure for ARIES-ST is based on an assumed total beta of
0.5 [10] and an assumed fast particle energy fraction of 0.2
[12]. All of the values of bf in table 1 should be regarded as
approximate: we have included this parameter in order to give
a rough indication of the comparative levels of drive for fast
particle instabilities in these devices.

The first point to note from table 1 is that v cf A is well
above unity for every device except for DIII-D, and indeed is
higher in most of the STs than it will be in ITER. The beam
injection geometry used in tokamaks is generally such that a
high proportion of confined beam ions have small pitch
angles, and therefore the principal shear Alfvén resonance

=v cA is likely to be satisfied by fast ions as they slow down
in the STs as well as ITER. Even in the case of DIII-D, as we
will discuss later, Alfvénic instabilities can be excited by
beam ions via a sideband resonance, =v c 3A . Another point
to note from the table is that bf is much higher for beam ion
populations in STs built so far than it will be for fusion α-
particles in ITER. The projected value in the ST power plant
is even higher than in the two large present-day STs, although
shear Alfvén modes are likely to be suppressed due to strong
Landau damping since the the bulk plasma beta is projected to
be of order unity [13]. The high bf values for beam ions in
present day STs provide very strong drive for Alfvénic
instabilities, whose linear and nonlinear temporal evolution
can consequently be studied in great detail. The normalised
fast ion Larmor radius r af is much higher in all the STs than
in ITER, which affects the spectrum and number of eigen-
modes excited [14]. The result of this is that whereas Alfvén
eigenmodes will be less strongly driven (if at all) in ITER
than in present-day STs, many more such modes could be
excited simultaneously, with consequences for fast ion
transport that can be explored to only a limited extent in
devices such as MAST or NSTX. These two devices and
other STs with beam heating nevertheless provide a useful
opportunity to investigate experimentally the physics of fast
particle-driven instabilities, and a very demanding benchmark
for fast particle codes.

3. Diagnostics of fast ions and fast ion-driven
instabilities in STs

3.1. Neutron detectors

Since the fuel species in the two large STs (MAST and
NSTX) was usually deuterium, neutron production generally
occurred via one of the two main branches of the deuterium–

deuterium fusion reaction:

+  +( ) ( ) ( )D D He 0.82 MeV n 2.45 MeV . 13

Plasmas in both MAST and NSTX were heated with deu-
terium neutral beams at power levels of several MW and with
primary injection energies that were variable but always in the
tens of keV range, while the core plasma temperatures were
generally around 1 keV. Since the DD fusion cross-section is
a strongly increasing function of deuteron energy in the
1–100 keV range [15], only a small fraction of the neutrons
were thermonuclear (typically fewer than 1%) [16]; many
more were produced by reactions between energetic beam
ions and other beam ions (‘beam–beam’), and the greatest
number resulted from reactions between beam ions and bulk
ions (‘beam-thermal’). As a result, the flux of neutrons
resulting from fusion reactions in the plasma provided a
simple and very useful measure of fast ion confinement.
Plasmas in Globus-M can be heated using either deuterium or
hydrogen neutral beams [17]; in the former case, as in MAST
and NSTX, neutrons produced in beam-thermal fusion reac-
tions can be used to monitor fast ion confinement.

The neutron rate can be reduced due to fast ion losses or
redistribution of fast ions to regions of lower bulk deuterium
or beam ion density, or lower bulk deuterium temperature.
Another important point is that fast ions can lose energy by
driving instabilities, such as toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes
(TAEs), and that loss of energy can itself contribute sig-
nificantly to a reduction in the neutron rate. It is important to
be able to discriminate between changes in neutron flux due
to particle losses and those due to redistribution by making
spatially resolved measurements of the neutron flux in addi-
tion to the total flux. Liquid scintillator detectors were used in
a prototype neutron camera on MAST, with four lines of
sight, making it possible to measure changes in the emission
profile with a time resolution of about 1 ms [18], while
changes in the total neutron flux could be measured with
higher time resolution (10 μs) using a 235U fission chamber
[19]. Neutron fluxes were measured in NSTX using a com-
bination of scintillator detectors and fission chambers [20], as
in MAST, while in Globus-M a 3He proportional detector is
used [17].

3.2. Charged fusion product detectors

As an alternative to neutron detection, it is possible to use the
charged products of the other main deuterium–deuterium
fusion reaction

+  +( ) ( ) ( )D D T 1.0 MeV p 3.0 MeV , 2

as a diagnostic of deuterium fast ions in ST plasmas. The
toroidal magnetic field in MAST was typically about 0.4 T,
which meant that 3.0 MeV protons and 1.0 MeV tritons had
Larmor radii ρ of up to about 60 cm, comparable to the
plasma minor radius. The orbit widths of passing particles are
approximately equal to rq where ~q 1 is the plasma safety
factor (defined as the number of toroidal circuits made by a
magnetic field line in one poloidal circuit) and ρ is evaluated
using the full velocity rather than its perpendicular
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component, and the orbit widths of trapped particles are
invariably higher than those of passing particles at the same
energy. It is thus apparent that essentially all of the fusion
protons and tritons produced in MAST were lost promptly
from the plasma. Their detection could be used to infer
information on the beam ion distribution similar to that pro-
vided by neutron diagnostics. A prototype 4-channel charged
fusion product detector was used in the last MAST campaign
[21]; results obtained using this diagnostic will be discussed
in section 6.

Fusion protons and tritons can in principle be detected
with higher efficiency (and hence better Poisson statistics)
than neutrons, since any energetic charged particle passing
through a suitable detector produces a measurable voltage
signal, whereas most neutrons generally pass through detec-
tors (whether of the scintillator or fission chamber type)
without being recorded. On the other hand measurements of
charged fusion products are more complicated to interpret
than measurements of neutrons, for the obvious reason that
the former gyrate in the ST magnetic field whereas the latter
do not.

3.3. Neutral particle analysers (NPAs)

NPAs measure fluxes of hydrogen and deuterium neutral
atoms produced by charge exchange between high energy
ions and either beam neutrals or low energy neutrals; they are
used to measure the energy distributions of thermal and
energetic ions [22, 23]. MAST and NSTX were equipped
with NPAs in which charge-exchanged neutrals leaving the
plasma were ionised in a stripping cell and then dispersed
according to their mass and energy by parallel electric and
magnetic fields produced by D-shaped magnets and electro-
static deflection systems. The NPA diagnostic on NSTX was
steerable between shots, making it possible to scan the tan-
gency radius of the NPA sightline. Much smaller solid-state
NPAs (ssNPA), based on diamond or silicon photodiodes,
have also been used on NSTX [24, 25]. These are smaller,
cheaper, thus can more easily have multiple sightlines and are
more easily installed on the machine, but have poorer energy
resolution (particle energy is determined by pulse height
analysis). Globus-M is equipped with an NPA whose sight-
line tangency radius is identical to that of the neutral beam,
and this diagnostic is thus well-suited for studying the
behaviour of passing energetic ions [17].

3.4. Fast ion deuterium-alpha spectrometry

An energetic beam deuterium ion can capture an electron
from a beam or thermal neutral atom of the same species,
creating an excited atomic state with principal quantum
number n=3 which de-excites to an n=2 state via the
emission of a deuterium-alpha (Dα) photon. When detected,
this light is Doppler-shifted from the Dα rest wavelength of
656.1 nm by an amount determined by the line-of-sight
velocity of the original deuterium ion. A fast ion deuterium-
alpha (FIDA) spectrometer can thus be used to measure the
evolving velocity distribution of fast ions present in the

emitting region, which is defined by the intersection of the
beamline and the FIDA line-of-sight when the neutralising
electron is provided by a beam neutral. If a range of FIDA
lines-of-sight is available, spatial information on the fast ion
distribution can also be obtained. FIDA systems were used on
both NSTX [26] and MAST [27].

3.5. Fast ion loss detectors

The detection of fast particle losses from tokamak plasmas
provides a very useful measure of non-classical transport
arising from instabilities or three-dimensional magnetic field
perturbations. A common method of detecting such losses,
which was implemented on NSTX [28] and will be used on
the upgraded version of MAST, is based on the detection of
light resulting from the impact of fast ions on a scintillator
plate lying just outside the plasma. Fast ions passing through
an aperture onto the plate are dispersed in energy and pitch
angle by the plasma’s own magnetic field, so that the velocity
space dependence of the losses can be studied.

3.6. Magnetic coils

As discussed in section 1, the use of low toroidal fields means
that Alfvénic instabilities occur frequently in STs, and Alf-
vénic modes have been detected in MAST and NSTX at
frequencies of up to several MHz. Mirnov coils provide the
primary method of detecting these modes, and by comparing
the phases of signals recorded in coils at different toroidal
locations it is possible to determine the toroidal mode number
n3. Using the outboard Mirnov array for high frequency data
acquisition (OMAHA) array on MAST it was also possible to
measure all three components of the fluctuating magnetic
field, and hence determine the mode polarisation, up to a
maximum frequency of 5MHz [29].

The fast toroidal Mirnov array on NSTX was built with
coils oriented to measure the vertical (poloidal) and toroidal
magnetic fluctuations (the recorded magnetic fluctuations had
no radial component since the coils were mounted on the
vacuum vessel wall) [30]. This coil array was used to measure
the polarisation of magnetic fluctuations, and it was found
that the highest frequency magnetic fluctuations had com-
pressional polarisation, at least at the plasma edge, leading to
their identification as compressional Alfvén eigenmodes
(CAEs) [31].

In Globus-M magnetic fluctuations with frequencies in
the TAE range (~ –50 300 kHz) are detected using a Mirnov
coil with a bandpass amplifier: in this case only the radial
component of the field is measured [32]. A separate coil
without an amplifier is used to measure higher amplitude
oscillations at lower frequencies.

3 Throughout this paper we adopt the convention that a mode propagating in
the positive j direction in j( )R Z, , right-handed cylindrical coordinates has
>n 0. In normal MAST and NSTX operation this was the plasma current

direction.
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3.7. Soft x-ray emission

Fast particle-driven modes can be detected using diagnostics
other than magnetic coils. Typically these rely on the detec-
tion of radiation emitted inside the plasma, and as such they
can in principle provide direct information on mode structure
that cannot be obtained from coil data. One such diagnostic
that has been successfully exploited in STs is soft x-ray
emission. The dominant emission mechanism in tokamak
plasmas is generally thermal bremsstrahlung, although line
emission from heavy impurity species present in the plasma,
such as iron, can also make a significant contribution. Since
the total emissivity depends on the densities of all the plasma
species and also the electron temperature, fluctuations in any
of these quantities can affect soft x-ray signals. Any fast
particle-driven modes that compress the plasma produce
density fluctuations, which can in principle be measured
through their effects on soft x-ray emission. MAST was
equipped with soft x-ray pinhole cameras which provided a
total of 54 lines-of-sight, covering almost the entire plasma
cross-section [33]. One set of lines-of-sight in the machine
midplane provided a radial resolution of about 8 cm. NSTX
was equipped with an ultra soft x-ray (USXR) detector array,
with a sufficiently high sampling rate (190 kHz) for the
detection of some fast particle-driven instabilities [34]. It
should also be noted that soft x-ray cameras can be used to
study particle acceleration (see section 8).

3.8. Reflectometers

Plasmas reflect electromagnetic radiation at frequencies below
the electron plasma frequency, which is density-dependent.
For typical plasma densities, the electron plasma frequency
lies in the microwave range. Operating in much the same way
as radar, a reflectometer system can be used to measure the
distance to a specific density surface by determining the phase
shift of reflected microwave radiation. Reflectometers have
intrinsically high frequency bandwidth and good sensitivity.
An array of reflectometers on NSTX has been used to mea-
sure the internal amplitude and structure of density fluctua-
tions associated with a variety of fast particle-driven modes,
including TAEs, global Alfvén eigenmodes (GAEs) and
CAEs [35]. A variant of this technique, Doppler back-
scattering, was used in MAST primarily as a diagnostic of
bulk ion-driven turbulence [36], but could also be used to
detect CAEs, as in NSTX.

3.9. Beam emission spectroscopy (BES)

In addition to the Dα light produced by deuterium beam ions
that have captured electrons (which forms the basis of the
FIDA diagnostic technique described above), this type of
emission can also be produced by neutral beam atoms excited
by collisions with electrons. BES is based on the detection of
Dα emission from collisionally excited beam atoms. The
radiated flux increases with electron density, so BES provides
another method of measuring small amplitude, high fre-
quency density fluctuations inside the plasma. A BES system
on NSTX could be used to study energetic particle-driven

modes with frequencies ranging up to 1MHz [37], and TAEs
were detected in MAST using this technique [38]. However,
the interpretation of BES measurements is complicated by
‘passive’ FIDA light produced by beam ions redistributed
towards the plasma boundary, where they charge-exchange
with recycling neutrals [39].

4. Fast particle-driven Alfvén eigenmodes

As indicated previously, super-Alfvénic beam ions in MAST
and NSTX provided strong drive for a wide range of Alfvénic
instabilities. In this section we discuss experimental mea-
surements and modelling of these instabilities.

4.1. Toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes

TAEs are weakly damped or unstable modes which can exist
inside the lowest-frequency (toroidicity-induced) gap in the
otherwise continuous spectrum of strongly damped waves
arising from singularities in the shear Alfvén eigenmode
equation. In the large aspect ratio limit the fractional width of
the TAE gap is given by [40]

w
w
D  ( )r

R

3

2
, 3

where R is tokamak major radius, r is minor radial distance
from the magnetic axis and w w= º c qR2TAE A . Although
this expression does not give an accurate value for the TAE
gap width at tight aspect ratio ( ~r R), it shows qualitatively
that TAE spectra in STs differ from those in conventional
tokamaks, in that the toroidicity-induced gaps are much wider
in the former than in the latter, with the result that TAEs can
exist in a given equilibrium with a broader range of fre-
quencies. Numerical calculations of continuous spectra and
TAEs for equilibria in START demonstrate this point [6].
Energetic ions in STs often have large orbit widths, as well as
large Larmor radii; this has consequences for the toroidal
mode numbers n of TAEs excited in these devices, since high
n modes are generally more localised in minor radius and the
wave-particle interaction becomes weaker when the particles
spend only part of their drift orbit in the vicinity of the mode
[14]. TAEs excited in MAST, for example, generally had
n=1 [41], although in NSTX the simultaneous excitation of
TAEs with a range of n values (‘TAE avalanches’) was often
observed [42]. It has not so far been possible to measure the
toroidal mode numbers of TAEs in Globus-M directly, but
when the measured frequencies in this device are set equal to
c qR2A they imply that ~q 1.5 in the excitation region [43].
Using the result that TAEs in large aspect ratio devices have
poloidal and toroidal mode numbers m, n satisfying the
relation = +( )q m n1 2 [40], Gusev and co-workers
inferred that the modes detected in Globus-M probably had
n=1, as in MAST, together with dominant m=1 and 2
[43]. It should be noted however that more than two poloidal
harmonics were required to calculate accurately n=1 TAEs
eigenfunctions in START [6], reflecting the strong toroidal
coupling that is unavoidable in ST geometry. The modelling

5
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of TAEs in STs is complicated further by the fact that plasmas
in these devices often rotate toroidally with Mach numbers
approaching unity and can have strongly anisotropic pressure,
which affects the Alfvén continuum and hence the TAE
spectrum [44, 45].

TAEs have been observed in many conventional aspect
ratio tokamaks when fast ions are present with velocities
parallel to the magnetic field vP exceeding cA (or, in some
circumstances, c 3A ), and have often been found to be cor-
related with fast ion redistribution (see e.g. [46]). Most
commonly the fast ions exciting TAEs in conventional
tokamaks are accelerated by radio-frequency waves; neutral
beams in such devices are usually sub-Alfvénic, and thus
cannot drive TAEs via the primary resonance =v cA

(although TAE excitation by sub-Alfvénic beam ions via the
sideband resonance =v c 3A is routinely observed in the
DIII-D conventional tokamak [47]). These modes are fre-
quently observed in STs, largely because ST plasmas have
densities and neutral beam injection (NBI) energies that are
similar to those in conventional tokamaks, but lower magnetic
fields, with the result that beam ions at the full injection
energy are usually super-Alfvénic. Fast ion redistribution
correlated with TAEs is commonly observed in beam-heated
ST plasmas, for example using the ssNPA and FIDA diag-
nostics on NSTX [48, 49], and has also been studied using the
NPA on Globus-M, as shown in figure 1 [17]. In this case the
NPA flux dropped at beam ion energies ranging from about
18 keV up to the primary injection energy, 26 keV. The lower
energy in this range is comparable to that of deuteron moving
at the Alfvén speed in the core plasma, suggesting strongly
that redistribution is occurring via the =v cA resonance.

Careful modelling of the effects of temporal variations in
TAE amplitude, mode structure and frequency on fast parti-
cles (tracked using the ORBIT code) has yielded results that
are in good agreement with experimentally measured neutron

rate drops [42]. A somewhat surprising result of these simu-
lations is that around half of the measured neutron rate drops
can be attributed to anomalous (non-collisional) slowing
down of fast particles through interaction with the mode,
rather than to loss or redistribution. As shown in figure 2, the
average energy loss resulting from the interaction is quite
small (5.4%), but the fusion reaction rate is a strongly
increasing function of the particle energy. This result

Figure 1. Left: line-averaged electron density, magnetic fluctuation signal, neutron rate and NPA flux versus time in ms in Globus-M shot
31996. Right: NPA spectra before (138.1 ms) and after (138.7 ms) the MHD burst indicated by the vertical dashed lines in the left plot. Ea is
the energy of a deuteron moving at an Alfvén speed corresponding to core plasma parameters in this pulse. (Reproduced from [17] with
permission from IAEA.)

Figure 2. Final versus initial particle energies from an ORBIT
simulation of the interaction of beam ions with multiple TAEs in
NSTX discharge 139048. Measurements of mode amplitude,
structure and frequency evolution were all used in the simulation.
The red line corresponds to no energy loss or gain. (Reproduced
from [42] with permission from IAEA.)
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illustrates the important point that velocity transport as well as
spatial transport may need to be considered in order to model
accurately the interaction of energetic particles with some
MHD modes; typically only spatial transport is included
explicitly in the modelling of fast particle interactions with
fishbones, for example in [50].

A significant difference between TAEs in STs and those
in conventional tokamaks is that the former more commonly
exhibit strong, fast frequency chirps (although rapidly chirp-
ing TAEs have also been observed to be driven by super-
Alfvénic beam ions in JT-60U [51]). These chirps can take
the mode frequency from the TAE range down into the much
lower frequency range of fishbones (discussed in section 5),
and in fact strong coupling of fishbone and TAE modes can
be observed. This large frequency range can make identifi-
cation of the modes somewhat subjective. They typically
appear as a sequence of bursts at progressively lower fre-
quency, and the measured mode structure does not change
significantly during this frequency evolution: it is clear that
the bursts indicate the multiple excitation of a single mode.
The initial mode frequency is in the TAE gap, while the final
frequency is well below the gap, and can be close to zero in
the core plasma rest frame. An example of this type of fre-
quency evolution, observed in START, can be seen in figure
2 of [6]. In the early years of MAST operation, bursting
modes in the TAE frequency range were observed to chirp
simultaneously to both higher and lower frequencies, as
shown in figure 3 [52]. This type of frequency-sweeping
behaviour, which has also been observed in conventional
tokamaks, has been attributed to the formation of holes and
clumps in the fast particle phase when the net growth rate of
the mode is comparable to the collision frequency. The var-
iation of frequency chirp dw with time t for individual bursts
in figure 3 is broadly consistent with a scaling dw µ t1 2

which had been predicted prior to the MAST measurements
on the basis of a simplified model with only two phase space
variables [53]. Since the constant of proportionality in this
scaling depends on the linear growth rate of the mode (in the
absence of damping) and the damping rate from background

dissipation, it is possible to infer information on these para-
meters from the experimentally measured chirping rate.
Several authors have explored this type of reduced model
further, using various forms of the collision operator. Simu-
lations in full ST toroidal geometry carried out using the
guiding centre wave-particle HAGIS code, with collisional
effects included, have also recovered qualitatively the
phenomenon of simultaneous up and down frequency
sweeping [54]. The importance of this work lies partly in the
fact that fusion α-particle-driven TAEs in ITER are likely to
be excited in a similar, weakly unstable regime, with colli-
sions consequently playing a role in governing the nonlinear
mode behaviour. It should be noted however that many
modes are predicted to be excited simultaneously in ITER
(with toroidal mode numbers much higher than those typi-
cally observed in STs), and the saturation levels are expected
to be determined by coupling between different modes as well
as collisional effects [55].

An alternative to the HAGIS approach is to construct
reduced numerical models. In one such model, developed by
Podestà and co-workers [56, 57], the energetic particle
guiding centres are tracked using the NUBEAM module of the
TRANSP plasma simulation code [58], with a sequence of
‘kicks’ DE and D jP applied to each particle’s energy E and
toroidal canonical momentum jP . When the kicks are caused
by interaction with a mode of frequency ω and toroidal mode
number n, it follows immediately from Hamilton’s equations
that [56]

w
D = Dj ( )P

n
E. 4

The kicks are sampled from a probability distribution that is
pre-calculated numerically by tracking particle orbits in
equilibrium fields perturbed by one or more TAEs. Applying
this model to an NSTX pulse with strong TAE activity,
Podestà and co-workers [57] found that both this approach
and a simple ad hoc diffusion model reproduced fairly well
the experimentally measured temporal evolution of the total
neutron flux (which was considerably lower than the flux
predicted on the assumption of classical energetic particle
confinement). However the distribution functions computed
using the two models differed considerably, with significant
pitch angle broadening occurring at low energy in the kick
simulation but not in the ad hoc diffusion simulation. Such
differences are potentially rather important, since pitch angle
scattering is likely to have little or no effect on the total
neutron flux but could have a significant impact on the neutral
beam current drive. In principle it should be possible to
validate the kick model by comparing its predictions with
measurements obtained using diagnostics capable of resol-
ving details of the energetic particle distribution function,
such as FIDA.

The relation given by (4) demonstrates the inconsistency
of neglecting transport in energy space when modelling non-
classical spatial transport. Fishbones generally have lower
frequencies than TAEs, which provides a partial justification
for neglecting theDE associated with fishbone-induced radial
kicks (n being typically equal to unity in both cases), although

Figure 3. Magnetic spectrogram showing up and down frequency-
sweeping n=1 core-localised mode in TAE frequency range in
MAST pulse 5568. (Reproduced from [52] with permission from
IOP Publishing.)
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the strong coupling between the two types of mode, noted
above, reflects the fact that their frequencies in STs are in fact
not widely separated.

4.2. Alfvén cascades (reverse-shear Alfvén eigenmodes)

In addition to TAEs, tokamak plasmas with a region of
reversed magnetic shear, and hence an off-axis minimum in q,
can support energetic particle-driven shear Alfvén modes
known as Alfvén cascades (ACs). These have been detected
in several conventional aspect ratio tokamaks, for example
JET [59], and can be identified by a large upward sweep in
frequency on timescales characteristic of the current profile
evolution. The use of a motional Stark effect (MSE) diag-
nostic on NSTX demonstrated clearly the presence of reverse
shear during the current ramp-up phase, but no ACs were
detected, despite the presence of beams which might have
been expected to excite these modes. This was attributed by
Fredrickson and co-workers [60] to coupling between ACs
and geodesic acoustic modes arising from finite plasma
pressure. When this coupling is taken into account, it is
predicted that the AC frequency sweeps upward from the
GAM frequency wGAM to the TAE gap frequency, w TAE [61].
In the limit of large aspect ratio and circular flux surfaces, the
ratio of these two frequencies is given approximately by the
expression [60]

w
w

b= +
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )q
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T
4 1
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Here Te, Ti are the electron and ion temperatures, and
b m= n T B2e 0 e e

2 is the electron plasma beta, where m0 is the
permeability of free space, ne is electron density and B is total
magnetic field. The GAM frequency can be strongly modified
by plasma shaping effects as well as finite aspect ratio, and so
(5) should be treated with some caution when applied to
NSTX or MAST. The key point is that the square of the
frequency ratio increases with be, which tends to be higher in
STs than in conventional tokamaks due to the use of low
toroidal fields. Indeed this quantity is often sufficiently high
that wGAM is comparable to or greater than w TAE, so that the
predicted range of the frequency sweep given by (4) shrinks
to zero and therefore ACs are not seen. However, in very low
density, low be plasmas on NSTX, AC modes were observed,
and their frequency evolution was used to estimate the
evolution of the minimum safety factor, qmin [60] (see
figure 4). ACs were also detected in MAST pulses with
moderate NBI power (2 MW), and, as in NSTX, were used
to deduce information on the temporal evolution of the q-
profile [62].

4.3. Compressional and Global Alfvén eigenmodes

Alfvénic modes (identified as such by a linear scaling of
mode frequency with magnetic field and an inverse scaling of
frequency with the square root of density) are commonly seen
in STs at frequencies well above those of TAEs, extending up
to the ion cyclotron range. Modes with similar properties have
also been observed in the DIII-D conventional tokamak [63].

The first such modes to be detected in NSTX [31, 64, 65]
were observed to propagate toroidally counter to the NBI
direction, that is to say with parallel wave numbers <k 0
(taking the mode frequency and the co-current toroidal
direction to be both positive). The modes were clearly driven
by energetic beam ions, which were injected in the co-current
direction and thus had parallel velocity >v 0. Neglecting
perpendicular drift effects, modes excited in the ion cyclotron
range through a wave-particle resonance satisfy the condition

w - W - =  ( )ℓ k v 0, 6i

where Wi is the ion cyclotron frequency and ℓ is an integer. If
< k v 0, as in the case of the modes reported in [31], it is

apparent from (6) that these modes must have been excited
through the normal Doppler resonance, >ℓ 0, and it was
generally found that the =ℓ 1 resonance could account for
the measured frequencies. These modes were at first all
believed to be CAEs, first studied theoretically in the specific
context of ST geometry by Gorelenkova and Gorelenkov
[66]. CAEs are related to ion cyclotron emission (ICE)
detected in conventional tokamaks with energetic ion popu-
lations resulting from fusion reactions, ICRF heating or, in
some cases, NBI. It was later realised that some of the high
frequency modes detected in NSTX could beglobal Alfvén
eigenmodes (GAEs), the shear-polarised complement to
compressional Alfvén waves [67]. Being shear Alfvén waves,
GAEs cannot exist above the ion cyclotron frequency,
whereas CAEs can do so, and in general GAEs can be excited
at lower frequencies than CAEs. A more subtle way of dis-
tinguishing between the two types of mode arises from dif-
ferences in their dispersion relations [67]. The mode
frequencies of GAEs lie just below the minimum values

Figure 4. Spectrogram of Mirnov coil signal for low density
discharge 120103 in NSTX, showing AC modes with n=2 and 3
(identified by strong upward frequency sweeps). The red and blue
curves indicate respectively the approximate GAM and TAE
frequencies at the assumed mode location; qmin inferred from the AC
modes was used to estimate the TAE frequency. (Reproduced from
[60], with the permission of AIP Publishing.)
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across the plasma of k cA where - ( )k n m q R, m being
poloidal mode number. When q is evolving in time, it is
evident from this expression that the frequencies of GAEs
with particular combinations of mode numbers can evolve in
different ways, and can even cross over: this has been
observed in NSTX [67]. Magnetic fluctuations in MAST at
frequencies well above the TAE range were found to be
elliptically polarised at the plasma edge with a significant
magnetic field component parallel to the equilibrium field
[68], suggesting that these modes could be identified as fast
(compressional) Alfvén waves, i.e. CAEs. However, as
explained below, polarisation measurements at the plasma
edge do not necessarily provide a definitive identification of
modes in this frequency range.

In recent years co-propagating modes identified as CAEs
have been detected at frequencies comparable to or below Wi

in both NSTX [69] and MAST [70]. In such cases > k v 0,
and it is apparent from (6) that any modes of this type
detected at w < Wi must be excited via either the Landau
resonance ( =ℓ 0) or the anomalous Doppler resonances, i.e.
<ℓ 0. The co-propagating modes in NSTX were attributed to

the Landau resonance [69], whereas those reported in MAST
could be explained by invoking the = -ℓ 1 anomalous
Doppler resonance [70]. In the latter case the = -ℓ 1 reso-
nance became relevant in pulses with relatively low toroidal
field, in which ions at the full beam injection energy had
speeds of up to 2.26cA. In order to account for the resonant
excitation of co-propagating CAEs with w W i it was
necessary to take into account an additional grad-B and cur-
vature drift term in (6) [70]. Modelling of the CAEs in one of
these pulses, performed using WHALES, a cold plasma Hall-
MHD code, yielded a large number of modes, with a fre-
quency separation (40 kHz) comparable to that of fine
structure in the experimentally measured spectrum. Figure 5
shows CAE eigenfunctions with frequencies in the ion
cyclotron range computed for a MAST-like equilibrium using
a similar code, CAE3B [71]. A notable feature of these modes
is that they extend across the entire plasma cross-section, and
as such differ from CAEs localised to the low field side
magnetic ‘well’ region of ST plasmas, studied by Gor-
elenkova, Gorelenkov and co-workers [66, 72]. If driven to
sufficiently high amplitude, such global modes could affect
the relaxation of energetic particle populations in the plasma
core, not only at the plasma edge. Using an isotropic wave
equation (strictly applicable to compressional Alfvén waves
only at w W i), Fredrickson and co-workers obtained fre-
quency eigenvalues in good agreement with the measured
frequencies of co-propagating CAEs in NSTX [69].

Since the experimentally measured frequencies of CAEs
and GAEs extend into the ion cyclotron range, it is necessary
to include full orbit effects when modelling the energetic
particle drive of these modes. One code that is suitable for this
purpose is HYM, which models the evolution of fully kinetic
fast ion populations and high frequency eigenmodes; the bulk
electrons and ions are treated as a single fluid [73]. Simula-
tions with this code have revealed the presence of both CAEs
and GAEs [74, 75], although these modes do not typically
have ‘pure’ compressional or shear properties, with the

polarisation changing as a function of radius. Thus, inter-
preting polarisation measurements at the plasma edge is not
straightforward. This caveat notwithstanding, the value of
HYM as a tool for the interpretation of CAEs and GAEs is
indicated by the fact that simulations for NSTX plasmas have
yielded unstable modes with toroidal mode numbers, fre-
quencies and polarisations that are broadly consistent with
experimental measurements [75].

Evidence has emerged that CAEs and GAEs can affect
bulk plasma parameters in STs. Most strikingly, a correlation
was found between the excitation of these modes and a
degradation of electron heat confinement in NSTX [76]. One
possible explanation for this degradation is that a resonant
interaction occurred between the GAEs and trapped bulk
electrons in the plasma core, with stochastic diffusion of the
latter occurring due to the presence of multiple large ampl-
itude GAEs with overlapping eigenfunctions [76]. An alter-
native possibility, first suggested by Kolesnichenko and co-
workers [77], is that the presence of the high frequency modes
modified the heat deposition profile of the neutral beams. HYM
simulations of these plasmas indicate mode conversion of
CAEs to kinetic Alfvén waves, and a consequent channelling
of beam energy from the magnetic axis to the mode conver-
sion region, at the edge of the beam density profile [75]. It has
also been suggested that observations of CAEs in NSTX
provide support for the concept of ‘alpha-channelling’, that is
to say the non-classical channelling of energetic particle
energy directly into fuel ions rather than electrons [78].

CAEs and GAEs could in principle affect the temporal
evolution of the energetic particle population that drives them,
as in the case of TAEs. In some NSTX discharges with strong
GAE activity, transient flux enhancements of up to a factor of
ten have been observed in NPA spectra at energies close to
the full NBI energy [79]. Fast particle-driven modes (other
than GAEs) and low frequency MHD modes were absent or
weak in these pulses, suggesting that a resonant interaction
between the fast ions and the GAEs could provide an
explanation for the flux enhancements. There are also indi-
cations that GAEs could have indirectly affected fast ions in
NSTX by triggering TAE avalanches [30].

The properties of CAEs in the ion cyclotron range are
predicted to be modified when there are two bulk ion species
with unequal cyclotron frequencies, as in the deuterium–tri-
tium plasma of a fusion reactor. The reason for this mod-
ification is that in such plasmas there are additional ion–on
hybrid resonances at frequencies between the cyclotron fre-
quencies of the two ion species, and these resonances can act
as sinks of wave energy: CAEs are predicted to be strongly
damped when the resonances are present [13]. This prediction
was tested in MAST by gas puffing hydrogen into deuterium
plasmas, producing pulses with different proportions of the
two species. Figure 6 consists of spectrograms showing high
frequency magnetic fluctuations in three such pulses, with (a)
no hydrogen gas puff, (b) 100 ms of hydrogen gas puff and
(c) 180 ms of hydrogen gas puff [80]. The pulses were similar
to each other except for the hydrogen–deuterium mix, which
was monitored using measurements of neutron fluxes and
edge Balmer-alpha emission (exploiting the small disparity
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between the wavelengths of Dα and Hα light due to the
difference in nuclear mass). As the hydrogen content is
increased, it is apparent that first the highest frequency CAEs
disappear, and then essentially all of them disappear.

The observations of CAE suppression were interpreted
by Oliver and co-workers [80] using a one-dimensional cold
plasma model which was developed for highly elongated STs
[13], and is justifiable for these MAST plasmas, since the
plasma elongation (defined as the ratio of plasma height to
midplane width) during the period of CAE excitation was
typically about 2.0. Modelling of the resonances and cutoffs
in this model was found to be in agreement with the obser-
vations, lending support to the hypothesis that the CAEs were
suppressed due to mode conversion at ion–ion hybrid reso-
nances. This suggests that CAEs with frequencies in the ion

cyclotron range in an ST deuterium–tritium burning plasma
may also be suppressed.

While CAEs and GAEs can be excited in conventional
tokamaks as well as STs, they are of particular interest in the
ST context because they are likely to be the dominant ener-
getic particle-driven modes in the high beta (b  1) plasma of
an ST power plant: in these conditions any modes driven via
the Landau resonance (corresponding to =ℓ 0 in (6)), such as
TAEs, will be subject to strong Landau damping, and are thus
not expected to be excited [13]. Some experimental support
for this expectation lies in the fact that TAEs were often
observed in START, but not in shots with the highest per-
formance, with volume-averaged toroidal beta values bt of up
to 0.4 [81], although it should be noted that these modes
persisted in NSTX when bt approached similar values,

Figure 5. CAE eigenmodes with n=5 computed for a MAST-like equilibrium using a cold plasma Hall-MHD code, CAE3B. The
eigenmode frequencies are in the ion cyclotron range. (Reproduced from [71] with permission from IOP Publishing.)

Figure 6. Spectrograms showing magnetic fluctuations in MAST pulses (a) 30457 (no H gas puff), (b) 30463 (100 ms gas puff) and (c) 30471
(180 ms gas puff). (Reproduced from [80] with permission from IOP Publishing.)
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possibly because of stronger fast particle drive in this case
[82]. If excited in an ST power plant, CAEs and GAEs could
cause non-classical relaxation of the fusion α-particle dis-
tribution, and so it is important to study their properties in
existing devices.

5. Fast particle-driven kink modes

5.1. Fishbones

In conventional aspect ratio tokamaks the fishbone instability
is most commonly attributed to a resonance between an

= =m n 1 internal kink mode and the toroidal precession of
trapped fast ions [83] (although fishbones excited by passing
fast ions have also been observed in conventional tokamaks
[84]). In STs, with high β and low toroidal field, the pre-
cession frequency can be quite low, or even negative
(meaning that ions precess toroidally in the counter-current
direction) in the presence of a magnetic well. Fishbone-like
modes were frequently observed in NSTX, and it was con-
jectured that they were excited through a resonance with the
bounce motion of fast ions [85]. In MAST fishbones (some-
times referred to as n = 1 energetic particle modes) and their
effects on fast ion redistribution have been studied using
several diagnostics, including the fission chamber and neutron
camera [50, 86], FIDA [87, 88] and the soft x-ray camera
[33]. This type of energetic particle-driven instability has also
been observed in Globus-M [32].

Perhaps the clearest demonstration of the effects of these
modes on fast particle confinement in ST plasmas was pro-
vided by Turnyanskiy and co-workers, who compared
experimentally measured radial profiles of neutron emission
in MAST with synthetic profiles generated using NUBEAM/
TRANSP [50]. By operating MAST plasmas in single-null
configurations, with the magnetic axis below the geometric

midplane of the vacuum vessel, it was possible to inject the
neutral beams in such a way that the beam deposition profiles
lay entirely outboard of the plasma magnetic axis. Off-axis
NBI produced broader fast particle profiles than on-axis
injection into double-null plasmas, thereby affecting the drive
for instabilites driven by these particles. In general, any
magnetic field perturbation with frequency ω and toroidal
mode number n that conserves magnetic moment (approxi-
mately valid for modes in the fishbone frequency regime) has
a growth rate that depends on a linear combination of two
gradients in the fast ion distribution function fb [89]:

g wµ
¶
¶

+
¶
¶ j

( )
f

E
n

f

P
, 7b b

where, as before, E is particle energy and

y= -j j ( )P mRv Ze , 8

is toroidal canonical momentum. In (7) m, Ze and jv are
particle mass, charge and toroidal velocity while ψ is poloidal
flux, defined such that the poloidal magnetic field is
j y ´  . With this definition of ψ, a plasma current

directed in the positive j direction would correspond to ψ

increasing from the magnetic axis to the plasma boundary.
For fishbones in MAST, the ¶ ¶ jf Pb term in (6) is generally
dominant, and it is apparent from (8) that the radial derivative
of the fast ion distribution y¶ ¶fb provides a measure of the
growth rate, with y¶ ¶ <f 0b driving instability (i.e. g > 0).
Thus, by using off-axis rather than on-axis NBI in MAST it
was possible to reduce the fishbone drive, and hence the level
of fast particle redistribution.

When on-axis NBI was used in the MAST pulses dis-
cussed in [50], a doubling of the beam power produced only a
modest increase (much less than a factor of two) in the neu-
tron rate, as shown by the crosses in the left frame of figure 7.
This was far short of the predicted neutron yield based on the
assumption of purely classical confinement, which is

Figure 7. Measurements (crosses) and NUBEAM/TRANSP simulations (curves) of neutron camera (NC) flux as a function of NC tangency
radius in MAST plasmas with on-axis NBI (left) and off-axis NBI (right). The quantity Dan is the level of anomalous fast particle diffusivity
used in the NUBEAM/TRANSP simulations. (Reproduced from [50] with permission from IAEA.)
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indicated by the solid black curve in the figure. By assuming
an anomalous fast particle diffusivity Dan of 2–3 m2 s−1, it
was possible to reproduce the measured neutron profile. In the
case of off-axis NBI, on the other hand, a doubling of the NBI
power produced a similar increase in the neutron rate (see
right frame of figure 7), and the level of anomalous fast ion
diffusivity needed to reproduce the measured profile was
0.5 m2 s−1 or less. It should be noted, however, that the
maximum absolute neutron rate obtained with off-axis NBI
was only slightly higher than that obtained with on-axis
injection (the two parts of the figure have the same vertical
scale).

The conditions required in MAST to avoid significant
fishbone-induced fast particle redistribution in double-null
plasmas (with on-axis NBI) were studied more extensively by
Keeling and co-workers [16]. It was found that by increasing
the plasma density during the period of fishbone excitation by
approximately a factor of two in a sequence of otherwise
similar pulses, the mode amplitudes dropped to a negligible
level. This is a simple consequence of the fact that under
steady-state conditions the beam ion density and its radial
gradient increase with the collisional slowing-down time,
which scales inversely with the density. Again using
NUBEAM/TRANSP to model the fast ion distribution, Keeling
and co-workers demonstrated a correlation between the
maximum value of y¶ ¶∣ ∣fb in the vicinity of the mode, the
mode amplitude, and the magnitude of fast ion redistribu-
tion [16].

It was noted in section 3 that FIDA spectra provide direct
measurements of the fast ion velocity distribution; as such
they can provide valuable information on which regions of
fast ion phase space are most susceptible to fishbone-induced
redistribution. Jones and co-workers [88] concluded from
FIDA and neutron camera data that fishbones in MAST
strongly affected passing beam ions at the highest energies,
up to around 70 keV. This result can be usefully compared
with figure 8, which is a plot of the quantity W1 where

w w wW = - á ñ - á ñj q∣ ∣ ( )p . 9

Here, ω is now the fishbone frequency (taken to be 30 kHz in
figure 8), wj , wq denote toroidal and poloidal transit fre-
quencies (for passing particles) or bounce frequencies (for
trapped particles), angled brackets indicate orbit averages, and
p is an arbitrary integer. Wave-particle resonances are
represented by values of Ω close to zero, i.e. large values of

W1 , as plotted in figure 8. The parameter λ is particle pitch,
v v. The toroidal and poloidal frequencies were computed
using HAGIS for particles passing through a point in the outer
midplane ( R 1.2 m) where the fast ion pressure gradient
was largest, and hence the fishbone instability drive was
highest. The resonance condition is satisfied by both trapped
and passing fast ions, in the latter case with energies ranging
up to the full injection energy. This result, together with the
experimental conclusion of Jones and co-workers noted
above, suggests that the highest energy passing ions in MAST
were redistributed via a resonant (rather than a non-resonant)
interaction with the fishbones. It should be noted that reso-
nance plots such as figure 8 indicate which fast ions are

driving the mode, as well as which ones are most likely to be
transported by it. The actual strength of the overall wave-
particle interaction will of course depend on the local fast ion
distribution, which is not taken into account in figure 8.

As discussed above, modelling of fast ion redistribution
due to fishbones has been performed in an ad hoc manner
through the use of empirical anomalous diffusion coefficients
in NUBEAM/TRANSP, but no completely self-consistent
computations of this process have been carried out. HAGIS
has been used to model the effects of fishbones on beam ions
in MAST, with the eigenmode structure calculated using the
MISHKA code and the mode amplitude evolution matched to
experiment [90]. This modelling indicates that the levels of
anomalous fast ion diffusivity found by Turnyanskiy and co-
workers [50], i.e. =D 0.5an m2 s–1–3 m2 s−1 can be explained
by fishbones with amplitudes in the range
d = - ´- -B B 10 5 103 3. These figures are credible,
although it is not straightforward to verify them by measuring
the fishbone amplitude in situ, since magnetic coil measure-
ments provide only the amplitude outside the plasma. An
alternative possible approach to modelling the effects of
fishbones on fast particles in STs would be to retain the
NUBEAM/TRANSP framework and adapt the kick model used
to describe the effects of TAEs in NSTX [56, 57]. The need
for physics-based modelling is underlined by the fact that
purely diffusive ad hoc models of fishbone-induced fast
particle transport fail to reproduce some of the neutron pro-
files and FIDA spectra which have been measured in
MAST [86, 88].

Figure 8. Resonance map in energy-pitch space at R 1.2 m in the
outer midplane of MAST pulse 29976, showing the strength of
interaction between fast ions and a fishbone with frequency 30 kHz
and toroidal mode number n=1. The plotted quantity is W1 where

w w wW = - á ñ - á ñj q∣ ∣p , with colours from blue to red indicating
increasing values of W1 . (Reproduced from [41] with permission
from IOP Publishing.)
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5.2. Saturated kink modes

Fishbones in MAST often evolved into steady, non-chirping
modes at similar frequency (close to the core plasma toroidal
rotation frequency): these were identified as saturated n=1
internal kink modes in plasmas with >q 1 in the core region
[91]. Measurements carried out with a wide range of diag-
nostics showed that these long-lived modes (LLMs) caused
significant energetic particle redistribution [41]. Figure 9
shows a slight drop in total neutron emission after the start of
LLM excitation, indicated by a dashed line. Typically, as in
this case, the neutron rate recovered after a drop in the mode
amplitude. Saturated internal kink modes were also often
observed in high β NSTX plasmas and, as in MAST, they
caused a measurable drop in the total neutron rate which then
recovered after the mode amplitude fell [92]. The USXR
diagnostic on NSTX could be used to measure directly the

= =m n 1 structure of these modes. LLM-induced fast ion
redistribution was also detected in NSTX through reductions
in the FIDA signal [49].

A MAST or NSTX plasma with a saturated internal kink
mode can be thought of as consisting of a helical core
embedded inside an axisymmetric outer region. This promp-
ted Pfefferlé and co-workers [93] to use a three-dimensional

code, ANIMEC, for the purpose of modelling the equilibrium
fields in such a plasma, and a guiding-centre code, VENUS-
LEVIS, to compute the effects of the helical core on energetic
ion confinement. Simulations for MAST-like plasmas carried
out for a range of LLM amplitudes were used to generate
synthetic neutron camera profiles, which were found to be in
broad agreement with measured profiles. The drops in neutron
emission were found to be caused mainly by redistribution of
fast ions rather than losses, with a consequent outward shift in
the fast ion current drive profile.

In an earlier experimental study Menard and co-workers
reached similar conclusions with regard to the effects of
LLMs in NSTX [94], based on direct measurements of the
current profile (using a MSE diagnostic) and NUBEAM/
TRANSP simulations of the neutron rate. Although LLMs
appear to have caused relatively few fast ion losses in MAST
or NSTX plasmas, it is clear that they produced large
enhancements in the transport of these particles within the
plasma: depending on the assumed radial extent of the mode,
it was found that anomalous diffusivities in the plasma core of
between 20 m2 s−1 and 50 m2 s−1 were needed to reproduce
the measured neutron rates during LLM excitation in
NSTX [94].

6. Redistribution of fast ions due to non-resonant
instabilities

The confinement of energetic particles in STs can in principle
be affected by any instability, not only those driven by the
energetic particles themselves. Energetic particle losses in
NSTX H-mode plasmas, for example, were observed to be
correlated with various MHD modes [95]. In this section we
consider briefly the effects on fast ions of two key instabilities
that affect the core and edge regions of ST plasmas.

6.1. Sawteeth

Experimental studies of the effects of sawteeth on fast particle
redistribution in MAST are briefly described in [41]. The
confinement of energetic ions in the core regions of STs can
be strongly affected by sawtooth crashes, as it is in conven-
tional tokamaks (see e.g. [96]). An extreme example of this
can be seen in figure 10, which consists of time traces in a
sawtoothing MAST discharge obtained using the fusion
proton detector (top), the neutron camera (middle) and the
fission chamber (bottom) [21]. Large drops can be seen in
every signal at each crash, particularly the first one at about
0.225 s, but in one particular neutron camera channel the flux
was reduced by well over a factor of two (see red curve in
middle plot). Despite these extreme changes in the fusion
yield in some parts of the plasma, FIDA measurements during
MAST sawtooth crashes suggest a relatively modest drop in
overall fast ion confinement inside the sawtooth inversion
radius, although it is interesting to note that, as in the case of
fishbones, passing beams ions at the highest energies are
among those that are affected [41]. Since, as noted in
section 3, the fusion cross-section is a strongly increasing

Figure 9. Total neutron rate (top) and spectrogram of magnetic
fluctuations (bottom) in MAST pulse 29975. The dotted line
indicates the time of excitation of a fishbone, and the dashed line
indicates the time at which the fishbones were replaced with a long-
lived mode.
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function of energy, the loss (or redistribution to regions of
lower bulk ion density) of a relatively small number of beam
ions close to the full injection energy could have a large
impact on the fusion yield, thereby accounting for drops as
large as those shown in figure 10.

Simulations of the effects of sawtooth crashes on fast
particles have been carried out for one particular MAST pulse
(29880), using Kadomtsev’s model for the reconnecting fields
in NUBEAM/TRANSP [58] with Dan set equal to zero at all
times. Synthetic neutron camera profiles before and after a
sawtooth crash, computed using these simulations, were
found to be in remarkably good agreement with measured
profiles [41]. The NUBEAM simulations indicated a reduction
in the passing fast ion population inside the sawtooth

inversion radius, and an increase in the trapped population
(due to pitch angle scattering of passing ions). This last result
is not entirely consistent with FIDA measurements carried out
using a vertical viewing system, which indicate that trapped
energetic ions were redistributed by sawtooth crashes along
with passing ones [41]: this apparent discrepancy may reflect
limits in the applicability of the MHD-based Kadomtsev
model to sawteeth in MAST. It is interesting to note in this
context that sawtooth crashes in Globus-M have been found
to be correlated with relatively modest reductions in neutron
flux, of around 15%–20%, and rather larger relative reduc-
tions in NPA flux across a wide range of fast ion energies
[17]. Since, as discussed in section 3, this NPA records the
behaviour of passing rather than trapped fast ions, the relative
changes in neutron and NPA fluxes at sawtooth crashes in
Globus-M suggest that it is mainly passing rather than trapped
fast ions that are redistributed by the crash, as found in the
NUBEAM modelling of sawteeth in MAST.

Sawtooth crashes in NSTX have been observed to cause
drops in neutron emission that are comparable to those shown
in figure 10 [97]. Simulations of the effects of such crashes on
energetic particle confinement have been carried out, again
using a Kadomtsev-type model for the reconnecting fields,
but this time with the particles being tracked with a full orbit
code, GYROXY [97]. Full orbit effects are likely to play an
important role, given the evidence from MAST that the
highest energy fast ions seem to be most susceptible to
sawtooth-induced redistribution or loss, and indeed the
GYROXY simulations suggest that cyclotron resonances (not
represented in the guiding centre NUBEAM simulations
reported in [41]) enhanced the level of stochasticity in fast ion
orbits, thereby increasing the extent to which the ions were
redistributed.

6.2. Edge localised modes (ELMs)

Until recently little attention had been given to the possibility
that ELMs could have a significant effect on the confinement
of fast particles in either conventional or STs, probably
because of the fact that fast ion distributions are often strongly
peaked in the plasma centre whereas ELMs, as the name
suggests, affect mainly the pedestal region at the edge of
H-mode plasmas. However ELM-induced fusion α-particle
losses were inferred indirectly from ICE measurements in the
JET preliminary tritium experiment [98], and more recently
direct measurements of fast ion losses due to ELMs have been
reported in several medium-sized conventional tokamaks
[99]. As discussed earlier, relatively broad fast ion distribu-
tions were produced in single null MAST plasmas with off-
axis NBI. While the use of such configurations helps to
suppress fast ion-driven instabilities and consequent fast ion
redistribution [50], it also means that fast ions are more likely
to be affected by edge perturbations such as ELMs.

Klimek and co-workers have recently carried out a sta-
tistical study of the effects of ELMs on neutron emission in
MAST plasmas with and without resonant magnetic pertur-
bations (RMPs) which were applied for the purpose of miti-
gating the ELMs [100]. The direct effects of RMPs

Figure 10. Temporal evolution of fusion proton fluxes (top), neutron
camera fluxes (middle) and total neutron flux (bottom) in MAST
pulse 29879. The large drops in each signal coincide with sawtooth
crashes of the electron temperature in the plasma core. In the fusion
proton plot the values of r are the initial major radii (in m) of protons
produced in fusion reactions in the midplane, while in the neutron
camera plot the values of r represent the tangency radii (again in m)
of the lines-of-sight. (Reproduced from [21], with the permission of
AIP Publishing.)
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themselves on energetic particle confinement will be dis-
cussed in the next section. Figure 11 shows distributions of
relative changes in neutron emission DR following RMP-
mitigated ELMs and unmitigated ELMs in single null plasmas
with two different plasma currents; D >R 0 indicates a
reduction in neutron flux. All of the distributions peak at
values of DR that are comparable to or less than the dis-
tribution width, and therefore any non-null result inferred
from these plots is of marginal statistical significance at most.
Nevertheless figure 11 indicates that unmitigated ELMs are
weakly correlated with a reduction in neutron emission, and
hence in fast ion confinement, at least in 600 kA plasmas. In
this case the mean value ofDR is about 0.06, and the standard
deviation of the distribution is comparable to this. On the
other hand, there is no clear evidence here of RMP-mitigated
ELMs having a net effect on neutron rates: the peaks of these
distributions are very close to D =R 0. These results suggest
that, in addition to mitigating or suppressing ELMs, RMPs
could in some circumstances have a beneficial impact on
energetic particle confinement (notwithstanding the decon-
fining effect of three-dimensional static fields, discussed
below). However it may be expected that more clear-cut
evidence for ELM-induced energetic particle losses will
emerge from MAST-Upgrade, since, as discussed in
section 3, this device will be equipped with a fast ion loss
detector.

7. Redistribution of fast ions due to static field
perturbations

The exact toroidal symmetry of tokamak plasmas is broken by
both MHD instabilities with ¹n 0 and by static magnetic
field perturbations arising from currents outside the plasma.
Any such perturbations could in principle lead to a degrada-
tion in the confinement of fast particles, since their toroidal
canonical momentum jP is no longer a constant of the motion
in the collisionless limit. The energies and pitch angles of
beam ions in MAST are such that the toroidal angular
momentum term in (8) can be comparable to the poloidal flux
term, and so trapped beam ions, which undergo a reversal in

jv at the bounce points, can have radial excursions compar-
able to the plasma minor radius, as shown in the right-hand
frame of figure 12. Beam ions with orbits of this type are
particularly vulnerable to being lost from the plasma due to
static three-dimensional field perturbations, since the latter
tend to be strongly localised to the low field side plasma edge.

The use of a finite number of toroidal field coils invari-
ably produces a ripple in the equilibrium field, the effects of
which on fast ion confinement in MAST have been modelled
and found to be small: the reduction in beam heating power
due to ripple losses was estimated to be less than 1% [101].
Similar calculations for a proposed ST power plant and a
proposed ST CTF also show that fewer than 1% of fusion α-
particle would be lost from these devices due to ripple
transport in the collisionless limit [102]. The low level of
ripple losses is due in part to the presence of a relatively large
poloidal field close to the outer plasma boundary (an inherent
feature of tight aspect ratio tokamaks), which constricts the
orbits of trapped energetic ions and prevents them from tra-
versing regions with a high ripple amplitude.

Three-dimensional field perturbations arising from RMPs
have been used to modify the behaviour of ELMs in MAST
[103] and NSTX [104]. In general these are likely to have a
greater impact than toroidal field ripple on fast particle con-
finement, since the perturbation amplitudes inside the plasma
tend to be higher. The top frame of figure 13 shows the
neutron rate in MAST pulse 30086 measured using the fission
chamber (black curve), along with simulated rates computed
using NUBEAM/TRANSP with purely classical transport
(green dashed–dotted curve) and with additional diffusivity

=D 1an m2 s−1 (blue dotted curve) [105]. RMPs with domi-
nant toroidal mode number n=3 were applied at the time
indicated by the dashed line. The simulated rate obtained with

¹D 0an tracks the measured rate fairly well until the RMPs
are applied, then remains high while the measured rate drops
by nearly 50%. Both the simulated rates increase along with
the measured rate after a transition to low bulk plasma con-
finement at about 0.46 s, due to an inward shift of the neutral
beam deposition profile, but the large disparity between
simulations and measurements persists until the end of the
pulse. Shortly after the application of RMPs in this pulse, the

Figure 11. Distributions of relative changes in total neutron emission following ELMs in single null MAST plasmas with plasma currents of
(a) 600 kA and (b) 400 kA. Positive values of DR correspond to a reduction in neutron flux. (Reproduced from [100].)
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amplitude of MHD activity dropped considerably, as shown
in the lower plot of figure 13, which suggests that it would be
more appropriate to set =D 0an in NUBEAM/TRANSP during
this phase of the pulse, were it not for the presence of an
additional energetic particle transport process unrelated to the
level of MHD activity. It is reasonable to conclude that this
additional transport was caused by the RMP-induced viola-
tion of jP conservation. This conclusion is reinforced by the
temporal behaviour of other energetic particle signals from
pulse 30086: drops in the fusion proton rate and FIDA
emission were recorded at the same time as the drop in
neutron emission, while drops in neutron camera fluxes were

recorded at the time of application of RMPs in other pul-
ses [105].

First principles-based modelling of fast particle transport
and neutron emission in MAST pulse 30086 before and
during the application of the RMPs has also been carried out
using a non-steady-state version of the OFMC particle tracking
code [106]. The RMPs were modelled using the vacuum
approximation, toroidal field ripple was also taken into
account, and beam ions were tracked using both full orbit and
guiding centre schemes. Full orbit tracking was found to be
essential in order to obtain approximate agreement between
the measured and simulated neutron rates, due to the rela-
tively large Larmor radii of beam ions in MAST. The most
significant conclusion of this study was that the combination
of RMPs and toroidal ripple caused the beam power loss
fraction to rise from 30% in the axisymmetric limit to around
45%. The plasma current in this pulse was relatively low for
MAST (400 kA), and for this reason fast ion confinement was
relatively poor even in the axisymmetric limit, but the large
additional degradation in beam heating found by Tani and co-
workers is nevertheless a striking illustration of the fact that
ELM mitigation through the use of RMPs may have adverse
consequences for plasma performance. More modest levels of
RMP-induced fast ion losses were observed in guiding-centre
(VENUS-LEVIS) simulations of MAST reported by Pfefferlé
and co-workers [107]. This may have been due in part to the
fact that these authors used an up-down symmetric, double-
null equilibrium: as discussed in section 5, fast ion distribu-
tions were more centrally peaked (and therefore less suscep-
tible to losses arising from edge perturbations) in double-null
MAST plasmas than in single-null plasmas. Moreover, as
noted above, Tani and co-workers [106] observed sig-
nificantly more RMP-induced fast ion losses in full orbit
simulations than in guiding centre ones, suggesting that the
former approach may be required for accurate quantitative
modelling of this process in MAST.

In NSTX it was found that RMPs significantly modified
the behaviour of TAEs and GAEs [108, 109], in a manner not
dissimilar to the effects of such perturbations on ELMs in
MAST: as shown in figure 14, the degree of frequency
chirping, the repetition period, and the amplitude of GAEs all
dropped by a factor of 2–3 within 1 ms or so of the RMPs
being applied. Modelling of the beam ion distribution in these
pulses was carried out using the full orbit SPIRAL code, in
the presence of the RMPs (with and without the plasma
response taken into account) and in the axisymmetric limit.
The beam ion distribution function fb was calculated along
curves in phase space corresponding to the normal Doppler
cyclotron resonance condition for GAEs, corresponding to
=ℓ 1 in (6). It was found that losses due to the RMPs reduced

¶ ¶ ^f vb (a measure of the GAE drive, v⊥ being beam ion
velocity perpendicular to the field) by a modest amount,
around (10–20)% [108]. The Mirnov coil data shown in
figure 14 suggest, in the light of this modelling result, that the
mode properties are rather sensitive to the instability drive,
which is to be expected in dynamical systems that are close to
marginal stability. Thus, it may be possible to use RMPs to
mitigate the effects of fast particle-driven Alfvénic

Figure 12. Projections onto the poloidal plane of energetic beam ion
orbits in MAST. The ions were born at (a) =R 0.81 m, =Z 0.12 m
and (b) =R 1.32 m, =Z 0.02 m. Black curves show flux surface
contours, with the last closed flux surface in blue. (Reproduced from
[101], with the permission of AIP Publishing.)

Figure 13. Top plot: total measured neutron rate in MAST pulse
30086 (black curve), and neutron rates simulated using NUBEAM/
TRANSP with no anomalous fast ion diffusion (green dashed–dotted
curve) and with =D 1an m2 s−1 (blue dotted curve). Bottom plot:
root mean square signal measured using an outboard Mirnov coil.
The dashed vertical line indicates the time at which RMPs with
n=3 were first applied. (Reproduced from [105] with permission
from IOP Publishing.)
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instabilities as well as those of ELMs, and this could play an
important role in optimising plasma performance, given the
apparently adverse effects of the former on electron con-
finement in some NSTX plasmas [76].

8. Ion and electron acceleration

Although parallel electric fields are invariably present in
tokamak plasmas, particle acceleration is normally suppressed
by frictional drag forces. However reconnection events can
produce changes in the parallel electric field that are large
enough to accelerate both ions and electrons to highly supra-
thermal energies. In this section we discuss two examples of
scenarios in which particle acceleration is observed in ST
plasmas.

8.1. Fast ion production due to magnetic reconnection

STs generally, including MAST, are susceptible to internal
reconnection events (IREs), characterised by a broadening of
the current profile, a small temporary rise in the total plasma
current, and a spike in the loop voltage. The acceleration of
both deuterons and protons was detected using the MAST
NPA during Ohmic discharges, in which no energetic ions
had been introduced to the plasma through external agents
such as NBI or radio-frequency heating [110]. The absence of

auxiliary heating in these discharges also meant that the
fusion reaction rate was extremely low. The fast ion spectra
observed in MAST could be accounted for by invoking an
effective electric field determined by plasma impurities and
particle trapping [110].

More recently, it has been demonstrated that ion accel-
eration also occurred during merging-compression startup of
MAST plasmas [111]. In this startup process, plasma rings
with parallel (and hence mutually attractive) toroidal currents
are formed around coils at the top and bottom of the vacuum
vessel. The rings detach from the coils and merge in the
vessel midplane, resulting in a single set of closed flux sur-
faces. As shown in figure 15, the magnetic reconnection
associated with this merging process resulted in the accel-
eration of both deuterons and protons. Specifically this figure
shows energy distribution functions for deuterium (squares/
red curves) and hydrogen (circles/blue curves) obtained using
the MAST NPA during the merging-compression phases of
pulses 9081 (left) and 9180 (right), in both cases well before
the start of NBI. The temporal evolution of the plasma current
up to and beyond the merging phase was very similar in these
two pulses, but in pulse 9081 the magnetic field used in the
NPA was lower than its maximum value. This limited the
diagnostic to the detection of thermal ions and relatively low
energy suprathermal ions, thereby enhancing the energy
resolution of the recorded spectrum (since the total number of
channels was fixed). For each pulse the NPA fluxes were
integrated in time over a period of 8 ms, covering the merging
process.

The magnitude and duration of parallel electric fields
found in two-fluid simulations of the merging process [112]
are broadly consistent with the accelerated particle energies
indicated by the NPA measurements. As in the case of IREs,
the reconnection process during merging startup produced a
small rise in the plasma current DI ;p the associated electro-
motive force implies an energy gainD µ DE Ip

2, which is also
consistent with the tail energies shown in figure 15 [111]. By
identifying the low energy part of the deuterium distribution
in the left-hand frame of figure 15 with the bulk ion popu-
lation, the accelerated ion fraction can be estimated to be of
the order of 10−2, but this is highly uncertain for a number of
reasons, including the fact that the pitch angle distributions of
the deuterons and protons accelerated in these discharges are
unknown. Quantitative modelling of particle acceleration
during merging-compression startup in MAST has yet to be
carried out, but numerical tools that could be used to simulate
the acceleration of test particles in merging fields are readily
available (e.g. [113]), and could be used for this purpose.
Such modelling may help to shed light on particle accelera-
tion in solar flare plasmas, since these have dimensionless
parameters similar to those of MAST [111].

8.2. Fast electron production due to ELMs

In addition to being linked to fast ion losses, ELMs in MAST
also caused electrons to be accelerated to energies in the tens
of keV range [114]. Evidence for this first emerged in
observations carried out using the synthetic aperture

Figure 14. Time traces from NSTX pulse 138146 showing (a) RMP
coil current per turn, (b) Dα emission, (c) soft x-ray emission from
the pedestal region, (d) neutron rate, (e) spectrogram of high-
frequency Alfvén activity, (f) magnetic coil signal, and (g) a blow up
of the spectrogram immediately before and after the time (0.5 s) at
which the RMP current was switched on. (Reproduced from [108].
Copyright 2013 by The American Physical Society.)
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microwave imaging (SAMI) radiometer of microwave bursts
a few tens of microseconds before peaks in Dα emission; the
microwave intensities corresponded to brightness tempera-
tures exceeding pre-ELM levels by up to four orders of
magnitude, clearly indicating a non-thermal origin. Later,
enhancements in soft x-ray emission from the plasma edge
were found to coincide with the microwave bursts. Figure 16
shows the evolution of soft x-ray intensity (red curve) and Dα
intensity (black curve) during a typical ELM in MAST. The
x-rays had energies in the range 1–30 keV, and the x-ray time
trace shown in figure 16 corresponds to a line-of-sight passing
through the low field side plasma edge above the midplane.

It is well-established that the Dα spikes associated with
ELMs are linked to the eruption of field-aligned filaments
from the plasma edge. Simulations using the JOREK resistive

MHD code have revealed the generation of parallel electric
fields as high as 2 kVm−1 at the start of the filament eruption
process [115]. These fields are sufficiently large and long-
lasting to account for the acceleration of electrons to energies
in the tens of keV range, which is suggested by the soft x-ray
bursts. Like the co-propagating CAEs in MAST [70], the
microwave bursts can be attributed to waves excited by the
anomalous Doppler instability, in this case driven by strongly
field-aligned energetic electron distributions via the resonance
condition

w - W - =  ( )ℓ k v 0, 10e

where We is the electron cyclotron frequency, = -ℓ 1 and vP
is now the parallel velocity of energetic electrons rather than
ions. Simulations carried out using the EPOCH particle-in-cell
code show that modes driven via this resonance condition
have a range of frequencies in the We range, but only a
simulation with relatively low electron density
( ´2 1018 m−3) produced strong instability at frequencies
close to those of the experimentally measured microwave
bursts. This result provides further strong evidence that the
site of energetic electron production is very close to the
plasma edge. The role of these energetic electrons in ELM
filament dynamics is not yet known, but could be
considerable.

9. Prospects for energetic particle studies in NSTX-
Upgrade and MAST-Upgrade

In recent years both MAST and NSTX have undergone major
upgrades which are expected to expand the scope of energetic
particle physics studies. The first physics campaign on
NSTX-Upgrade has now taken place. Neutral beam heating

Figure 15. NPA spectra for deuterium (squares/red curves) and hydrogen (circles/blue curves) obtained during the merging-compression
phases of two similar MAST pulses, 9081 (left) and 9180 (right), before the start of NBI. In each case the neutral particle fluxes were
integrated in time over 8 ms.

Figure 16. Evolution of soft x-ray intensity (red curve) and Dα
intensity (black curve) during a typical ELM in MAST. The x-rays
were detected along a line-of-sight passing through the low field side
plasma edge above the midplane.
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experiments in this campaign have produced many of the
energetic particle-driven instabilities that were previously
observed in NSTX. However NSTX-Upgrade has three
additional neutral beam sources, with tangency radii Rtan

(defined as the major radii where the beamlines are tangential
to flux surfaces) generally outside the magnetic axis, whereas
in NSTX the neutral beams had tangency radii smaller than
the magnetic axis radius. It has already been demonstrated
that the added flexibility to control the fast ion distribution
afforded by the three new neutral beam sources on NSTX-
Upgrade offers an unprecedented ability to control instabil-
ities excited by the super-Alfvénic fast ion population. For the
first time, a TAE propagating counter to the plasma current
has been excited, as predicted, by using NBI far from the
magnetic axis to create a hollow fast ion profile. More
importantly, it has been demonstrated that the same off-axis
neutral beam source can be used to reliably and strongly
suppress GAEs. It was observed that if beam sources were
injected with =R 1.1 mtan or1.3 m outside the magnetic axis,
which typically lies at R 1.0axis m, the high frequency
Alfvénic activity was suppressed, or the level of the activity
was reduced [116]. This was clearly seen in many shots where
one of the new sources was turned on late or had a fault
during GAE activity. The suppression occurs very soon after
the source is turned on (typically within a few milliseconds),
demonstrating that it is the perturbation to the fast ion dis-
tribution that is responsible for suppression, rather than
equilibrium changes.

In figure 17 we have added MAST and NSTX-Upgrade
pulses to an existence plot for TAEs in NSTX, first published
in [12]. In this figure W Wfast total is the fast particle energy
normalised to the total plasma energy, calculated using
NUBEAM/TRANSP over 50 ms intervals, while V Vfast Alfven is

defined in the same way as v cf A in table 1. The two parts of
the figure are identical except that MAST pulses/times are
represented by large filled circles in (a) and NSTX-U pulses/
times by smaller filled circles in (b). In both (a) and (b) open
circles correspond to NSTX points included in the original
version of the figure [12] while shaded regions indicate the
projected parameter regimes for fusion α-particles in ITER, a
proposed ST components test facility (CTF) [117], and
ARIES-ST, the proposed ST power plant discussed in
section 2 [10]. The open and closed circles are colour-coded
such that time intervals with no significant mode activity at
frequencies up to around 200 kHz (covering the fishbone and
TAE ranges) are labelled green, while intervals with TAE
avalanches, bursting/chirping TAEs and non-chirping (fixed
frequency) TAEs are labelled respectively as red, blue and
cyan. The MAST and NSTX-Upgrade points added to
figure 17 are broadly consistent with a result deduced in [12],
that TAE avalanches were excited in NSTX only when the
fast particle energy was greater than about 30% of the total
plasma energy. There is no obvious threshold for a transition
between bursting/chirping TAEs and TAE avalanches,
although there is some evidence that chirping becomes less
common when v cf A is relatively low. It should be noted that
figure 17 is an existence plot only for low n TAEs in MAST
and NSTX/NSTX-Upgrade; the fact that ITER will operate at

<W W 0.3fast total does not preclude the excitation of TAEs in
that device. Another point to note is that GAE or CAE activity
occurred during most of the ‘quiescent’ time intervals plotted
in the figure. A final caveat is that neither the fast particle beta
bf discussed in section 2 nor the parameterW Wfast total used in
figure 17 is an entirely satisfactory fast particle stability
metric, since bulk ion Landau damping (which is often the
dominant damping mechanism for TAEs) has a nonlinear

Figure 17. Parameter space of TAEs detected in NSTX, MAST and NSTX-Upgrade. The two parts of the figure are identical except that
MAST pulses are represented by large filled circles in (a) and NSTX-U pulses by smaller filled circles in (b). In both (a) and (b) open circles
represent NSTX pulses [12] while shaded regions indicate the projected parameter regimes for fusion α-particles in ITER, a proposed
spherical tokamak components test facility (CTF), and a proposed ST reactor, ARIES-ST.
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dependence on the bulk ion beta. Nevertheless figure 17
provides a useful phenomenological description of TAE sta-
bility in large present-day STs.

MAST-Upgrade will also have additional beams. When it
first starts operating, it will have two beam sources, one on-
axis ( = =R 0.7 m, 0.0 mtan ), the other off-axis
( = =R 0.8 m, 0.65 mtan ), each providing up to 2.5 MW.
This will make it possible to produce a wide range of heating,
current drive and fast ion profiles. Figure 18 shows compu-
tations performed with the LOCUST code of fast ion density
profiles that are expected to be obtained in MAST Upgrade
using on-axis NBI only (left plot), off-axis NBI only (middle
plot), and with both beam sources (right plot) [118]. The use
of relatively broad fast ion profiles is expected to reduce the
drive for instabilities driven by these particles, and one of the
research priorities will be to determine whether the current
driven by off-axis NBI conforms to expectations based on
classical confinement, or is degraded by fast particle-driven
instabilities. In future campaigns it is hoped that additional
beam sources will be added, eventually providing up to 12.5
MW; Keeling and co-workers [16] have shown that one of the
additional beam sources can be configured in such a way that
the drive for fishbones can be minimised, thereby optimising
the beam heating and current drive that can be achieved.
MAST-Upgrade (like MAST) will be equipped with RMP
coils, and it is intended that the effects of RMP field pertur-
bations on fast ion confinement will be studied systematically
for a wide range of coil configurations and fast ion deposition
profiles. As discussed earlier, although broad fast ion profiles
are less likely to drive instabilities, they are more susceptible
to losses due to field perturbations at the plasma edge, and so
the latter should be considered when evaluating the overall
efficacy of different beam heating schemes.

10. Concluding remarks

It should be evident from the review presented in this paper
that MAST, NSTX, Globus-M and START have provided a

wealth of information on the behaviour of suprathermal ions
and electrons in tight aspect ratio magnetically confined
plasmas, and a challenge to theoretical models. This infor-
mation is obviously important for the development of the ST
as a fusion reactor concept, but it also provides valuable
insights into the likely behaviour of energetic particles in
future conventional tokamak burning plasma devices such as
ITER. For example, the availability in STs of super-Alfvénic
neutral beams has made it possible to study in more detail
than in conventional tokamaks the nonlinear evolution of
Alfvén eigenmodes in the near-threshold conditions likely to
prevail in ITER. While the number of Alfvén eigenmodes
excited and their toroidal mode numbers are both likely to be
much higher in ITER than in STs, the studies of nonlinear
behaviour carried out on the latter can be used to validate
wave-particle interaction codes, thereby enabling them to be
applied with more confidence to ITER conditions. The
experimental studies and modelling of energetic particle
redistribution due to Alfvén eigenmodes and fishbones in
MAST and NSTX show that while ad hoc anomalous trans-
port models have an important role to play in the interpreta-
tion of these experiments, it is absolutely necessary to
develop more physics-based models (either reduced or fully
self consistent) of the redistribution process in order to
develop a truly predictive capability for the behaviour of
energetic ions in future devices, in particular predictions of
the plasma heating and current drive provided by these
particles.
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